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A New Format: The Book Symposium

This issue concludes the second year of publication of Religion, Brain & Behavior (RBB).

From its outset, RBB has sought to publish cutting-edge biological research that

advances our understanding of religion, and like all refereed journals we have published

original research articles. But we also recognized that the neuroscientists, cognitive
scientists, evolutionary biologists, anthropologists, psychologists, and the many other

scientists who constitute our emerging field, are entering into a well-established domain

of scholarship, namely religious studies, that has a long and venerable independent

history, with significant advances to boast and much to teach the scientists who recently

arrived on the scene. Therefore, we also envisioned RBB as a venue that could provide a

meeting ground for scientists and humanities scholars interested in the study of religion,

to foster mutual respect and shared learning. Toward that aim we have regularly

published target articles*articles that advance new theoretical positions*and invited
scholars from across the sciences and humanities to comment on them. These target

articles have stimulated interdisciplinary conversation and debate.

We also recognize that many empirical results and theoretical developments are

advanced in books. While we have published book reviews, we believe that some of these

cutting-edge books also merit special discussion. Thus, with this issue we inaugurate the

book symposium, an additional format that facilitates interdisciplinary dialogue around

important new books. In this new format we will publish invited commentaries on a

recent book from a diverse group of scholars together with a response from the author.
We are very fortunate to initiate our book symposium format with Robert

Bellah’s Religion in Human Evolution: From the Paleolithic to the Axial Age. In

subsequent issues, we have organized book symposia on recent books by Robert

McCauley, Tanya Luhrmann, and Terrence Deacon.

In this issue we also offer a target article by Harvey Whitehouse, Ken Kahn,

Michael E. Hochberg, and Joanna J. Bryson that extends our commentary format in

a different direction. This article is our first publication that employs computer

simulation using agent-based models, which is an important emerging approach in
the scientific study of religion, and indeed in a vast number of scientific fields. In all

our target articles we invite into the conversation scholars studying religion, both

scientists and humanists. In this target article, we also reached out to a number of

scientists who do not normally think about religion but are knowledgeable about the

tools and methods under discussion, and invited them to contribute commentaries.

We think computer simulation, especially in the form of agent based models that

yield artificial societies with surprising emergent properties, holds great promise for

understanding the complex dynamics of religious systems.
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